THE DUALITY OF 'TIME'-GEOMETRY -P.keshav (A psychological approach toward 'time') "Time must never be thought of as pre-existing in any sense; it is a manufactured quantity" Before the beginning of everything The general understanding about time starts millennia before, even before the existence of everything we know. Humans for centuries have interpreted Time with causality in physics but to exact none have explained what the phenomenon really is, nor its beginning applicable to prove the existence of a time stimulated system. A change is simply a change or quite often we accept the change as an understanding that we are going through time. How do we know if there is suddenly no time for us, will you feel an absolute space as you seen in movies everything suddenly stops working expect you. Here we are misinterpreted with the concept of what called time. Just consider time now as a psychological system. In such a system of perception time can't exist as one single entity common for everyone but as a different entity for everyone who could understand what is time (no matter whether the species is a human or an alien). Here time could be an independent entity from space just like searching a black pot in a dark well. Consider the observer who is searching the pot. The whole system will start as an event only when the torch is lighted (without light observance is irrelevant .in fact, to think minimum we need a vision in terms of light then only we will know that the event is really happening.). Before lighting the torch the time in the well was irrelevant but when the light interact the event happened. The torch can be considered as the source of light, and after lighting with each single beam of light rays in space, time automatically came in to play. It doesn't mean that event was not occurring before but was unknown. And now in such a well imagine the time is stopped for you. Think how you exist before you torch in to the well in the eyes of a second observer. For you the existence is real but for the one who is observing both the observer and the well everything will be to a singularity in space time. In the eyes of second observer to understand the whole system the first observer needs to light in to the well. And the time can be only defined if the pot is present Otherwise there won't be anything rather than an empty space (we need to perceive geometry to distinguish matter and space). If the second observer is not interacting physically it would be impossible for him to determine what so called time and space without light. If the interaction is physical then the well simply can't exist without its interaction to its surrounding. The interaction is in such a way that the whole universe (known and unknown) will get connected with time. So physically you can't interact without light and in such way you will never know what time really is. So answering about the beginning of time is a causality in mathematics. But if the interaction is your thought then lighting a torch can define what time is. Just think in terms of the third observer who is observing the first observer near the well and the second observer observing the first, all at the same time. Can you guess how many observers are here in total? The answer may surprise you. We need an infinite number of observers to take the total number of observance because to observer one you need another observer. What if the light is off, you won't find any relevancy for the event even if it happened there for real. You are not aware about the event till it is visible to you. That awareness can't be defined in terms of time because in such a space there has to be an observer who is omnipresent. We can call it as consciousness as that is the source of all detecting phenomenon of relativity. So time has to be consider as a perception of looping observance. The interaction can be anything such as light, gravity etc. But whatever it is we can't define a system with zero interactions. Because we don't know how a system will look like in zero interaction. So to conclude with all respect to the thought that struck newton as gravity, thinking without interactions are impossible. What if time stopped for you? From the big bang to the present there has been a change happening with an increasing entropy. The logic comes from the human understanding about universe that creates as many ways to interpret it with maximum possibilities. One such kind that can draw attention is the human awareness towards the occurrence of events that can be consider as a kind of interaction (thought gravity). We need to understand that it is really happening. So time is only defined to the system that is observable or that is understandable to human perception. So if time stopped, what so called as perception will deceive people whom are not aware about the event. Relative to others the event is happening normally as the event is unknown to their perception in what so called reality. So the question about the pause in time is not valid till it is observable to others, until then pause in time will be an un-defined entity for the observers. A thought in time (psychological analysis) Taking time as a psychological system, let me give you a thought that is quite simple using the current scale of observance. Let me take a system of time. In the system there is an unconstrained space, and the space is considered to be dependent on time. Now imagine a ball in the system of space time, with no interaction. Do the ball evolve with time? Does its loneliness makes it old? Can it experience any kind of motion in space time without an interaction with another system in the same? It's logical to think that the ball won't get aged as it is not experiencing any space and though time. In fact Einstein's theory says so. Singularity is a point of vast understanding. The singularity of space time in abandoned system of a ball with no interaction. The curvature is defined to be linear because of zero mass (zero interaction). The ball won't evolve in time, so means it has no time, or it is independent from mass. Imagine instead of the ball you are in such space. If I dragged your space in all possible directions<x=y=z> do you feel any direction? When every direction is identical and possible the space remains same for your perception. You can't unless you feel a moving space or any object to relate. You can't evolve without detecting a conscious motion and thus mass will come in to existence as a result of gravitational interaction due to the space drag. You just have to interact in order to perceive the laws of physics. You are dependent in time when you are alone in a space dragged in all possible directions {dimensions}. And such a state is not possible with zero interaction. Psychological understanding says that you are in such a space that is irrelevant of time, your existence there can't define with a sudden start .so you has to be there infinity time back and forever. In such systems the idea about 'time' is irrelevant for the observer and thus to all possible geometries in space-time. Relativity dictates that every geometry in space is determined by our own perception. Time without our perception is irrelevant to physics. If the ball is consciously stable (ball=observer) then what will be case. In both cases your thought will be identical because to understand an event there has to be a minimum interaction needed and that is light. Y T Y ' T ' t t ' X O bserver X '